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GCRU reserves the right to monitor the use of this communication, by whichever electronic means it 
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preserve all protections and privileges attendant to the enclosed communication.  Thank you. 
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 year) 

 

BUBBLING AND READY 

 

The markets popped up last week.  Gold shares, stock markets, some currencies, 

crude and interest rates all rose.  It was a good week filled with anticipation. 

The markets have been waiting with baited breath for more stimulus measures by 

the Federal Reserve and other central banks to help along the weak global 

economy.  So far, no luck, but more 

important are the better looking markets. 

Gold shares jumped up over the last 3 

weeks and some of our targets were hit.  

We sold and took some profits. 

Gold shares continue to look good.  

They're rising from bombed out levels and 

they have more to run.  Most of our gold 

share positions, like the HUI index, are now 

above their 75 day MAs and looking good 

within a bottom area. 

Plus, the Gold Miners Bullish Percent 

Index hit another 5 month high yesterday 

thereby pointing the way up even higher.  

Keep your positions. 

We're also eyeing a new short position in 

bonds.  Government bonds had a great run 

up with the ever growing deflationary 

signs.  But bonds have been coming down 

from their super high areas in recent weeks 

while gold shares popped up. 
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And yesterday's good 

retail sales news gave 

bonds the extra push 

down, causing the 30 

year yield to close 

above its 75 day MA 

for the first time in 4 

months.  This market 

may be trying to tell us 

something. 

The chart shows the 

30 year yield now firm 

above its MA at 

2.74%.  If this levels 

holds, we could see the yield rise to the 3% level (the green downtrend) and 

possibly the 3.20% to 3.50% level before the current rise is over.   (Bond prices 

decline). 

The gold price is looking good and ready to rise further.  It's been rising in a 

steeper ST uptrend since the Eurozone bank rescue package took place 7 weeks 

ago. 

The $1590 to $1600 level is a key ST support level.  If this level holds, a 

springboard base is forming for an upcoming leg upward.   

George Soros and John Paulson know a good gold buy, and that's what they've 

been doing in recent months.  They're accumulating gold during our accumulation 

time. 

Your positions should be set and waiting for the train to pull out. 

Silver has also been holding above its key support. Investors' silver holdings are 

near a record, yet hedge funds are the least bullish on silver in almost 4 years. 

We think investors have it right.  While still hedged ourselves as a defensive 

strategy measure, silver is bottoming, see the chart.  It rose to its 75 day MA this 

week for the first time in 5 months, and it looks like a matter of time before it's 

broken on the upside. 
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A close above $28.30 would do it.  Then a rise above $29.50 would be the final 

confirm of a strong renewed rise up. 

We feel the time is getting closer for another leg up, and we want you to be 

ready. 

We hope you've been enjoying our daily post of the Advance-decline line on the 

website.  By popular demand, we're now including more charts for you to see 

updated key charts every day. 

Please take a look and enjoy our charts more than just once a week. 

Signing off from your loyal traders, 

 

●●●● Golden regards from the Adens… Pamela, Mary Anne, and Omar  

●●●● If it’s Wednesday, it’s Gold Charts R Us 
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GOLD, SILVER & INDICES 

 

Entry level: 1640 (Oct-18-11), 1710 (Oct-26-11), 1750 (Nov-10-11), 1725 

(Nov-17-11), 1600 (Dec-14-11) and 1595 (Dec-27-11), 1650 (Mar-15 & 21-

12), 1640 (Mar-22-12), 1630 (Apr-4-12), 1640 (Apr-9-12), 1590 (May-18-12), 

1555 (May-23-12), 1540 (May-30-12).                                                

Some at 1605 (July-25-12). Cover for a gain at 1550 level. Cover for a loss on a 

2dc above 1650.

All: 3dc below 1536.

1700, 1800, 1900, 2000 &/or 2200.

New Recom:

Gold creeping upward within its May upchannel. Higher lows since May are more 

evident as the weeks go by... Spiner above the zero line, near at its MT MA with room 

to rise. Gold is firm above its May uptrend line at 1575 and solid above its ST support, 

the 75 day MA (1600). If gold holds above 1600, it could rise to the top side of its May 

upchannel (1675) and Dec downtrend (1700) convergence. A break above this level 

would confirm a trend reversal and strength that could then push gold to test the top side 

of its sideways band at 1800. On the downside, a break below the 1600 level would 

show ST weakness, and a decline to the May uptrend (1575) would be likely. A break 

below would confirm weakness and gold could then possibly test its major support at 

the 1536 level (May lows).

Keep your positions. If not in (long), buy gold at or below 1600.

GOLD DECEMBER 2012 (GCZ12)   8/14/12  CLOSE = 1602.4

Profit targets:

Stop on Long:

Short at:

Long at:

1500
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1650
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SPINNER (3, 16, 16)  
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ABOVE ZERO LINE

MAY UPCHANNEL GAINING MOMENTUM

STRONG RESISTANCE

MAYSTRONG SUPPORT
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Long at: Entry Level: 29.65 (Sept-28-11), 29 (Oct-4-11), 29.95 (Oct-20-11), 31 (Nov-25-

11 & Dec-12-11), 28.75 (Dec-14-11), 28.80 (Dec-27-11), 27 (Dec-27 & 29-

11), 31.50 (Apr-9-12), 28.35 (May-18-12), 27.65 (May-30-12).                                                                                                                                            

Sold a fourth of original position at $33 and another fourth at $36 for a 

profit.                                                                                    
Short: Some may have sold short at 27.50. Cover shorts for a gain near 26. Cover for a 

loss on a 2dc above 28.80.

Long Stop: ST & MT: 2dc below 26.

Profit targets: 35, 38 &/or 42.

New Recom: Keep your position. Buy more below 27.50

Silver rising slowly from its solid base above the 26 level. It's holding above its May 

uptrend line and its 25 day MA showing ST strength. On the downside, silver continues 

to resist below its 75 day MA (28.15) showing overall weakness. Spinner neutral to 

bullish as it holds near its MT MA and above the zero line. Silver must break clearly 

above its 75 day MA (28.30) to see strength that could push it to the top side of its 

sideways band. If silver continues to resist below its 75 day MA, it could test its major 

support above 26. A break below its support would confirm weakness and a decline to 

the lower 20s would be likely. Key levels to watch are 28.15 on the upside and 26.25 on 

the downside.

SILVER SEPTEMBER 2012 (SIU12)  8/14/12 CLOSE= 27.763

25

27

29

31

33

35

37

39

SPINNER (3, 16, 16)

-5

-2.5

0

2.5

D J F M A M J J A

JUN
DEC

FEB

NEUTRAL TO BULLISH

RISING FROM SOLID BASE

STRONG SUPPORT MAY
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HUI GOLD BUGS INDEX (HUI) 8/14/12 CLOSE= 422.47

Bullish! HUI broke above both its 75 day MA and its Feb downtrend showing ST 

strength. Spinner continues to rise solidly with room to rise further. May upchannel 

consolidating. Top side of May upchannel converging with Dec downchannel below 

the 500 level. Our indicators are telling us that HUI could rise to test this level in the 

ST. A break above this level would confirm strength. However, if HUI rises and 

resists below this level, it'll likely fall back to the May upchannel or lower. Keep your 

gold share positions and look to take profits at or near profit targets. We'll be looking 

to buy on weakness as well.

350

380

410

440

470

500

530

560

590

SPINNER (3, 16, 16)   

-45
-30
-15
0
15
30
45

D J F M A M J J A

MAY

FEB

JUL

DEC

BULLISH & ROOM TO RISE FURTHER!

BROKE OUT ABOVE ITS FEB DOWNTREND 
& 75 DAY MA!
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ADEN GOLD STOCKS ADV/DEC LINE 8/14/12  CLOSE=5107

Breakout! The Adv/Dec Line broke above its 75 day MA for the first time all year! It's rising 

within the May upchannel nearing the top side of a 4+ Mo long sideways band. As long as the 

Adv/Dec Line holds above its 75 day MA (5100), it'll remain bullish. However, the Adv/Dec 

Line is resisting below the top side of the band while Spinner topping at an overbought area. 

This tells us the Adv/Dec Line must break above the top side of the band on a 2dc to confirm 

strength. Otherwise, a decline back to the bottom side of the band would be likely. For ST 

triggers, keep an eye on 5175 on the upside and 5050 on the downside. A break in either 

direction would tell the next tendency for gold shares in the ST. Look for HUI action for 

confirmation.

5000

5050

5100

5150

5200

5250

5300

SPINNER (3, 16, 16)   

-75

-50

-25

0

25

50

A M J J A

BREAKOUT... BUT RESISTING NEAR TOP 
SIDE OF 4 MO SIDEWAYS BAND

TOPPING AT OVERBOUGHT AREA

MAY

APR JUNE
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ADEN SILVER SHARE INDEX (ASSI) 8/14/12  CLOSE= 16.506

ASSI held at the May lows and rose once again, breaking above both the mid-

channel line and its 75 day MA above 16. This tells us silver shares have lots of 

demand near the May lows, confirming a strong support and good buying area. 

However, the Sept/Feb downtrend is strong resistance. ASSI must break above the 

Sept/Feb downtrend to see a reversal and a rise to the Feb highs. If ASSI fails to 

break above this level, it'll likely decline back to the May lows. Look to buy silver 

shares on weakness.
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SEPT

BROKE ABOVE THE MID CHANNEL LINE!

NEAR OVERBOUGHT

FEB
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STOCKS 

 

Long at:

New Recom:

Bullish rise! AEM rose with strength, reaching a 9 Mo high, and the top side of the 

Apr upchannel! However, Spinner has formed a top at overbought levels and has 

started to decline, breaking below its MT MA telling us some weakness is likely in the 

ST. AEM has been one of the best gold shares recently, and we've been able to attain 

great profits. It still has lots of upside potential. We´ll be buying again on weakness.

Agnico-Eagle Mines Ltd. (AEM)  8/14/12  CLOSE= 44.53 US$

Agnico-Eagle Mines Ltd. (NYSE:AEM). Also traded in TSX: AEM.TO.

Stay out.

37 (May-23-12), 37 (May-30-12), 37 (July-12-12) and 36.35 (July-18-12).                                                                                                                                      

Sold best of rest of position at 44 for a 18% for a gain!

30

35

40

45

50

SPINNER (3, 16, 16)   

-6
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0

3

6
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DECLINING FROM OVERBOUGHT

BULLISH RISE!

APR
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Long at:

Stop:

Profit Target:

New Recom:

AUQ declined after it failed to break clearly above the mid-channel line showing 

weakness. Spinner declining, breaking below the zero line and at its MT MA. A break 

below its MT MA would signal more weakness. On the upside, if AUQ can hold 

above the Jul lows during weakness, it could rise once again to test the mid-channel 

line. A break above this level would push it to the Feb downtrend at the 8 level. Our 

weakest gold shares indeed but keep your position. 

Aurico Gold Inc (AUQ)  8/14/12    CLOSE= 6.24 US$

 Aurico Gold Inc (NYSE:AUQ).  Also traded inTSX- AUQ

Keep your position. 

9.60 (Feb-23-12), 8.80 (Mar-14-12), 8.70 (Mar-16-12), 8.80 (Mar-21-12), 7.40 

(May-18-12), 7.35 (May-23-12), 7.60 (May-30-12), 6.35 (July-18-12) and 6.25 (July-

19-12).

2dc below 6.

8, 10 & 12 

5.5

6.5

7.5

8.5

9.5

10.5

SPINNER (3, 16, 16)   

-1.45

-0.75

-0.05

0.65

J F M A M J J A

APR

CONTINUES TO RESIST BELOW THE 
MID -CHANNEL LINE

MAY

BROKE BELOW ZERO LINE... AT MT MA

FEB

JUL
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Long at:

Stop:

Profit Target:

New Recom:

AUY is resisting below the Feb downtrend below the 16 level. However, AUY is 

strong above its 75 day MA at 14.90 and solid above its May uptrend at the 14.25 

level. If AUY breaks above the Feb downtrend on a 2dc above 16,we'll see renewed 

strength that could push AUY to the Feb highs near 18, our second profit target. On 

the downside, if AUY fails to break above the Feb downtrend, it'll show ST 

weakness and a decline to the MAY uptrend would be possible. Keep an eye on 16 

on the upside and 14.90 on the downside, as a break in either direction will show 

AUY's next move.

YAMANA GOLD  (AUY)  8/14/12    CLOSE= 15.06 US$

Yamana Gold (NYSE:AUY).  Also traded in TSX -YRI /LSE - YAU

Keep your positions. Sell half above 16 and the rest above 17.

Some: 13.75 (May-23-12), 14.25 (May-30-12); All 14.95 (June-28-12), 14.40 (July-

18-12) and 14.25 (July-19-12)                                                                                                          

Some sold the second half of original position at 16.30 for a 16% gain  :)

2dc below 14.00.

16 & 18

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

SPINNER (3, 16, 16)   

-1.7
-0.85
1E-15
0.85
1.7

F M A M J J A

JUN

RESISTING BELOW FEB DOWNTREND

JUL

NEUTRAL TO BULLISH

FEB

MAYOCT/MAY SUPPORT
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Long at:

Stop:

Profit Target:

New Recom:

Higher lows as BTO.TO consolidates its rise within the May upchannel. BTO.TO 

broke above its 75 day MA during the early days in August and held above it 

showing signs of strength. However, BTO.TO has some resistance at the mid-

channel line near 3.5. BTO.TO must break this level to confirm strength that could 

push BTO.TO to the top side of the May upchannel near 4. If BTO.TO fails to break 

above the 3.5 resistance, it would show weakness and could decline to its May 

uptrend and ST support near 3. 

B2GOLD CORP. (BTO.TO)  8/14/12 CLOSE= 3.42 CAD$

B2Gold Corp. (TSX: BTO.TO).  Also traded in OTCQX-BGLPF 

Keep your positions. Sell all above 4.

Entry Level: 3.5 (June-20-12)

2dc below 3 (adjusted)

4.05 &/or 4.35

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

SPINNER (3, 16, 16)   

-0.45

-0.25

-0.05

0.15

0.35

A M J J A

MAY

APR
BROKE ABOVE 75 DAY MA!

FANLINES FORMING = BULLISH PATTERN

ABOVE MT MA
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Long:

Stop:

Profit Target:

New Recom:

CEF looking stable above its 75 day MA. However, CEF has strong resistance at the 

20.50 level where the mid-channel line and the May downtrend line are converging. 

CEF must break above this level to see renewed strength and a rise to the top side of 

the May upchannel would be likely. On the downside, keep an eye on the 75 day MA, 

as a break below it would confirm weakness and a decline to the May uptrend line 

near 19.50 would be possible. 

CENTRAL FUND OF CANADA (CEF)  8/14/12 CLOSE= 20.05 CAD$

Central Fund of Canada (NYSE: CEF). Also traded in  TSX: CDN$: CEF.A & US$: 

CEF.U

Keep your positions.

21.90 (Mar-14 & 16-12), 21.75 (Mar-21-12), 21.65 (Mar-29-12) and 19 

(May-23-12).

2dc below 18.50 

24 &/or 26

18

18.5

19

19.5

20

20.5

21

21.5

22

SPINNER (3, 16, 16)   

-1.45

-0.73

0.00

0.73

M J J A

MAY

JUN

MAY

HOLDING ABOVE 75 DAY MA

BROKE BELOW MT MA

DEC/MAY SUPPORT
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Entry Level

Stop

Profit 

TargetNew Recom

Bullish! GOLD rose to a 4+ Mo high  last week, only a couple of cents away from 

reaching our first profit target. Next ST target is the top side of the May upchannel 

near 105. Spinner above its MT MA and the zero line in bullish territory. GOLD must 

break above the 100 level to see renewed strength. Otherwise, we could see GOLD 

fall back to the May uptrend near 86. Sell the second half of your position if GOLD 

reaches the top side of its upchannel, near 105. We'll be looking to buy again on 

weakness.

RANDGOLD RESOURCES Ltd. (GOLD)  8/14/12 CLOSE= 96.8 US$

Sell the rest above 105.

Randgold Resources Limited (NASDAQ: GOLD). Also traded in LSE: RRS

90 (July-2-12) and 89.75 (July-10-12).                                                                                                       

Sold half near 100 at 99.50 for a 10% gain! :)

ST & MT: 2dc below 85 (adjusted).

100 (almost reached!) & 115

70

75

80

85

90

95

100

105

110

115

120

125

SPINNER (3, 16, 16)   

-15

-10

-5

0
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F M A M J J A

BULLISH!

4+ MO HIGH!FEB

MAY13 MONTH SUPPORT
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Long:

Profit Target

Stop:

New Recom:

Higher lows! NGD continues to rise within its May upchannel and a H&S bottom 

formation, looking bullish. However, NGD continues to resist below the neckline 

resistance at 10.50. NGD must break above this level to confirm H&S bottom 

formation and to see strength that could push it to test the Oct/Feb downtrend line at 

11.50. If NGD fails to break above this level, a decline below the May uptrend would 

be likely. Look to sell the rest of your position at or above 11.

NEW GOLD (NGD)  8/14/12  CLOSE= 10.05 US$

New Gold Inc. (NYSE/AMEX:NGD) Also traded in TSX:NGD.CA

Sell the rest of your position above 11.

9.60 (Mar-14 & 16-12), 9.43 (Mar-21-12), 9.50 (Apr-9-12), 8.15 (May-18-12), 

8.25 (May-23-12), 8.50 (May-30-12)                                                                                              

Sold half at 9.65 for an average 8% gain :)

11.25 (adjusted) & 12.50

ST & MT: 2dc below 9.

10.02

6.5

7.5

8.5

9.5

10.5

11.5

12.5

13.5

SPINNER (3, 16, 16)  

-2

-1

0

1

O N D J F M A M J J A

FEB

OCT

AT MT MA & ZERO LINE = NEUTRAL

HOLDING ABOVE MAY 
UPCHANNEL... BUT STILL BELOW 

NL RESISTANCE

MAY
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Long at:

Stop:

Profit targets:

New Recom:

Bullish rise! SLW rose feverishly to the top side of its May upchannel as it forms 

bullish fanlines along the way. SLW found some resistance at the top side of the 

upchannel confirmed by Spinner. This means some weakness could occur before 

SLW tests its next resistance, the 32 level. If SLW fails to break above this level, it´ll 

likely decline to the May uptrend near 26.

SILVER WHEATON CORP (SLW)  8/14/12  CLOSE= 30.44 US$

Keep your positions. 

Silver Wheaton  (NYSE: SLW) Also traded in TSX:SLW

28.30 (July-5-12), 27.50 (July-6-12), 25.50 (July-11-12) & 25.25 (July-12-12)                       

Sold half at or near 31 for an average 15% gain!  :)                                                              

2dc below 26 (adjusted).

31 (reached!) & 34

22

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

SPINNER (3, 16, 16)   
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3.5
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MAY

TOPPING AT OVERBOUGHT

BULLISH FANLINES FORMING?

JAN

JUL
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OTHER MARKETS 
 

 

New Recom:

LIGHT CRUDE OIL SEPTEMBER 2012 (CLU12) 8/14/12  CLOSE= 93.21

Stay out for now. Looking to buy on weakness.

Breakout! Crude broke above its 75 day MA to a new 12 wk high showing strength. 

Crude's 25 day MA is breaking above its 75 day MA as well, showing another bullish 

sign for crude. Spinner above its MT MA and the zero line. Crude's next resistance is 

the 100 level, the Mar/May downtrend line. If crude breaks above 95 followed by 100 

we'll see confirmed strength and a rise to the 110 level or higher would then be likely. 

However, if crude resists below 95, it could decline once again. A break below the 

June uptrend would confirm weakness and a decline to the mid to low 80s would 

then be likely. Keep an eye on the 95-100 level resistance and the 90 level support. 
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New Recom:

S&P 500 INDEX SEPTEMBER 2012 (SPU12)  8/14/12  CLOSE= 1401.6

Covered for a loss at 1400.

S&P 500 broke above the Apr downtrend but continues to resist at the Apr highs. 

Spinner bullish with room to continue rising. S&P must break clearly above the Apr 

highs to see renewed strength. Otherwise, it'll likely fall back to its June uptrend at the 

1350 level. A break below this level would push S&P to its 1300 level support.

1050

1100
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82 (June-21-12).                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Some may have covered for a loss at 83.50.

2dc above 84.

79 & 76

New Recom:

Lower highs. The dollar continues to decline within its Jul downtrend showing weakness. 

Moreover, dollar moving within a sideways range between 84 and 81.50. A break in either 

direction will show the dollar's intermediate move. Moreover, the dollar must break above 

its Jul downtrend to see a change to the upside. A break above this level means a rise to test 

the top of band to 84.50 level once again would be likely. Otherwise, the dollar is vulnerable 

and it could decline to the bottom side of the band. A break below this level could push the 

dollar to the 79 level (Apr lows). 

U.S. DOLLAR INDEX SEPTEMBER 2012 (DXU12) 8/14/12  CLOSE= 82.527

Keep your short positions.
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New Recom: Sell short at/or near 127

Bonds broke below a 9 Mo upside wedge with a downside target of 116. Wait for a 

pull back to the top side of the Jul downtrend near 127 to sell short. Cover for a gain 

at 116. Cover for a loss on a 2dc above 132.

iShares Barclays 20+ Year Treas Bond (TLT) - NYSEArca  8/14/12  

CLOSE= 123.79 US$
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1dc

1-day close (the share price must close 

above or below the indicated price level, 

before our recommendation is activated)

2dc 2-day close (consecutive)

bot bought

CAD$ Canadian dollar

H&S head & shoulder

LOC line on close

LT long term

MT medium term

NL neckline

PF portfolio

PO price objective

Recom recommended

RH&S reverse head & shoulder

RS relative strength

ST short term

Sym/tri symmetrical triangle

Tgt target

Unch unchanged

Vol volume

Wk week

Ystdy yesterday

C close

ABBREVIATIONSQuoting GCRU is permitted provided GCRU name, 

website address & subscription price are given.  

 

All charts in GCRU are daily prices. 

Fax subscribers please note this week’s password to 

access GCRU daily edition via our website is: 

(reviving). 
  

Subscribers can obtain free online chart updates for all gold 

shares in GCRU via: www.bigcharts.com. To view 

Canadian stks please use CA as prefix (ie, to view Agnico 

Eagle (Toronto) you must use CA:AEM). 

 

Note: U should NOT feel our recommended prices are set 

in concrete. If mkts suddenly feel hot or cold to U, or 

dramatic news occurs, U can buy or sell, or stop at slightly 

higher or slightly lower prices. It also hinges on your 

experience level. Some people can use our prices as guides 

& know when they can take bigger risks. 

 

Spinner: Spinner is an in-house momentum indicator (not 

always shown on charts). Momentum indicators use the rate 

of change in price to determine predominant energy flows. 

Spinner trading signals are generated when the faster timing 

line crosses above or below the slower confirming line. 

Upside crosses in the lower range of positive territory offer 

the most reliable signals for longs; downside crosses in the 

top range of negative territory for shorts. Avoid trading 

against the timing line, ie, buying/selling if the timing line is 

in corrective mode (against direction of trade) unless the confirming line is positioning for a new 'confirming cycle'. 

It's important to always be aware of location, direction & cycling phase of the confirming line. Spinner signals are 

more effective in trending mkt's than in trading ranges where indicators such as Stochastics & Williams %R should 

be used.  

 

NOTE: payments for GCRU services should be made payable to MAP CUSTOMER SERVICE. Gold 

(& mkts) Charts R Us is published weekly. You may sign up for 3-mos at $300, 6-mos at $585, 9-mos at 

$855 or 12-mos $1,110.  
                                                                                                                            

E-mail: gcru@adenforecast.com 

 

- DISCLAIMER - 
 

Due to the electronic nature of e-mails, there is a risk that the information contained in this message has 

been modified. Consequently Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us can accept no responsibility or liability as to the 

completeness or accuracy of the information. Whilst efforts are made to safeguard messages and 

attachments, Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us cannot guarantee that messages or attachments are virus free, do 

not contain malicious code or are compatible with your electronic systems and does not accept liability in 

respect of viruses, malicious code or any related problems that you may experience. Information in Gold 

(& mkts) Charts R Us is for general information only & is not intended to be relied upon by individual 

readers in making specific investment decisions. Appropriate independent advice should be obtained 

before making any such decisions. Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us do not guarantee or assure that readers will 

make money, or accept liability for any loss suffered by readers as a result of any such decision. Futures 

and share trading involves risk and is not for all investors. Past performance is NOT indicative of future 

results. Trading involves risk and should be pursued with risk capital only! 


